It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush
fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams
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“I can compare government to a voracious herd of mindless cows, and the taxpayers to
grass. Years ago on this place, there was a strain of grass which was referred to by the
old timers as 'love grass', because the cows loved it so much. Well, the cows 'loved' it to
death by and by, and now there's not a sprig of it left anywhere around here.
Productive citizens are now merely 'love grass', under severe duress imposed by a herd of thoughtless, selfserving government cows. I just told you how this eventually turns out.....you can kiss your grass goodbye!
This government is intolerable! And tomorrow is Independence Day? HAH!”
Quotation from John Knapp

July 4, 2013

Federal Agents Violate
Saint Augustine Tea
Party’s Civil Rights…
On the 4th of July, David Heimbold, Saint
Augustine Tea Party Media Chairman, while
celebrating our nation’s 237th birthday, walked on
Federal property carrying a flag dating back to the
Revolutionary War period. In 1776, Betsy Ross had
not yet been commissioned to produce the
American Flag that came to be known as the Betsy
Ross flag. In addition, Heimbold carried the sign
pictured above which states, “Tea Party Lives on 4
U!”
Photos by TCC Staff
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For this grievous act of violating national security Park Ranger Jill Jaworski, pictured left, cited Mr. Heimbold
with a violation which, if convicted, would leave him with a criminal record. The violation is for failure to
obtain a ‘special use permit’. According to the Park Rangers, Free Speech and the Right of Assembly requires a
permit and/or regulation and control. It should be noted that the Castillo de San Marcos grounds were
covered with people who brought all kinds of paraphernalia, signs and flags to celebrate the Fourth. They
were not required to have a permit. Only the Tea Party was singled out for not having a ‘permit’. This
discrimination is clearly a violation of Civil Rights.
“This is yet another assault on the Tea Party by the Federal government. Park Ranger, Jill Jaworski has a history
of trying to intimidate the Tea Party,” according to Lance Thate, Chairman of the St. Augustine Tea Party.
Continuing, he said, “Ms. Jaworski continually interfered with our Right of Assembly during a permitted rally,
held on April 14, 2011. Her position was that we had no right to use any of the sidewalks, even those in the
‘public right of way’, in front of their facility. The presence of the Department of the Interior’s First
Amendment area signs and Ms. Jaworski’s frequent interference caused some of the public to stay away. The
most recent encounter was on June 29, 2013 when she again tried to remove us from the ‘public right-of-way’.
When we would not leave she made it clear that the next time we appeared she would take action.”

The Action that was Threatened Occurred on July 4, 2013
According to Tea Party sources, Jill Jaworski was seen observing Tea Party members unloading their signs and
flags on private property, adjacent to the Federal property, the evening of the 4th of July. The Tea Party had
been given permission, by the owners, to park there. The Tea Party group then proceeded to engage the
public along the Bayfront and in the Plaza areas. As darkness approached, the Tea Party members started
working their way back in the direction of their cars. The Tea Party members were in route along the diagonal
sidewalk that connects South Castillo Drive and Water Street. Their cars were parked at a private home on
Water Street. The Park authorities knew exactly where the cars were parked. The Federal agents were lying in
wait. Under the cover of darkness, with the public focused on the fireworks, the Federal agents did their
dastardly deed in secret. Ranger Jaworski stopped Mr. Heimbold, demanding identification just thirty yards
from the Water Street exit. They then proceeded to the exit, where she issued the citation in seclusion.

On The 4th of July! Of All days! The Federal Government Imposes Its Political Tyranny!
“Do the Park Rangers not understand that political speech is
the most sacred of all speech? Of course they do! When the
government can tell you where you can speak, it can then tell
you when you can speak. Keep in mind; it’s a short step from
there to what you can say. The Federal Park Service has
declared war on the Saint Augustine Tea Party. We will see
how that works out for them,” Chairman Thate concluded.
“The IRS’s attack on hundreds of Tea Parties nationwide has
shown how corrupt and arrogant these gangsters can be. We
say, Abolish the IRS and restore free speech to Federal
property.”
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July 4, 2013

Town Criers Report for Duty on The Fourth Of July

Three Shifts cover 12 Hour Period
Due to the exceptionally large number of people in the historic area of St. Augustine, Florida, during the
Fourth of July holiday, the Town Criers scheduled three shifts to cover the day’s activities. Some of their
members participated in all three shifts.

First Shift Takes Place On St. George Street
The first shift engaged the public on St. George Street in the historic district. This is a function that has been
going on for over two years. St. Augustine’s visitors enjoy getting involved with the Crier’s signage. It allows
them to make a statement to politicians who are not willing to listen to them. The numerous photographs see
their way through the Internet via social media. The Town Criers also distributed pocket editions of the
Constitution to the public.

First shift was stalked by self proclaimed an anarchist
The young man pictured in the striped pullover was attired in nothing but the shirt
you see. Fortunately it covered his underwear. It appears that his purpose was to
disrupt our activities. What those from the Occupy movement do not understand is
that the public clearly understands the difference between the Tea Party movement
and the communist, anarchist Occupy movement. The young man was asked to leave
our group, but he refused and continued to stalk the Criers. Eventually he departed, as
most people of his political belief do. The Criers believe that it becomes too painful
for them to witness the public’s acceptance of the Tea Party. In observation of the
Independence Day holiday, a special program was created. Small American flags were
given to the children. It had a very positive effect.

Samples of today’s First Shift Activity

Photos by TCC
Staff
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Second Shift Motorized
It had been reported that a rally was to take place in the
Plaza at 4 PM. “Restore the Fourth”, was a national
promotion. A local reporter invited the Tea Party to support
the rally. A quick check of those participating revealed that in
St. Augustine, it was basically the same old ‘Occupier’
participants”. The left always needs to stand with people of
good standing, so that they can paper over their lies. The
SATP will never stand with Communists no matter how well
orchestrated the cause may be,” stated a Tea Party
spokesman. The motorized activity was to keep tabs on the
“Restore the Fourth” rally in the Plaza and to engage the public on more remote streets in the historic district.
Kate Smith’s, “God bless America” could be heard from the vehicle as it passed by. The Restore the Fourth
Rally, which was to start at 4 PM, had no discernible population. It appears to have failed.

Third Shift Covered the Water Front
The third shift covered the Bayfront and Plaza areas, starting at about 6:30
PM, as the group made its way south from Castillo de San Marco. An
incredible amount of goodwill and applause was directed to the Town
Criers, as they presented their signs. At one point, they came upon a young
man who stood there holding his thumb down, indicating his displeasure
Photos by TCC Staff
with the Tea Party. The man stood there with his thumb down as Sheldon
Gardner, reporter for the St. Augustine Record, interviewed David Heimbold, the SATP Media Chairman. In
response to the young man’s behavior, an appreciative audience turned some applause into a great deal of
applause, which went on for some time. This reporter heard Mr. Heimbold suggest to Ms. Gardner, that she
turn around to see what was happening, which she did. In researching this story, I read the piece that Sheldon
Gardner wrote. Regarding the Tea Party interview,
here is what she had to say, “…members of the St.
Augustine Tea Party walked down a stretch of the
Bayfront to the applause of some and one man
who held a thumb down.” Perhaps that watereddown version is the result of her editor. Had Ms.
Gardner accompanied the Town Criers, as this
reporter did, she would’ve learned that this group
was only one of a series of many, to applaud the
Criers. The applause didn’t stop when the Town
Criers returned on the west side of street.
According to the Criers, their normal audience is
comprised mainly of visitors from other States. On
days like the Fourth of July, there are many local
people present. The third shift ended their
activities with the conclusion of the fireworks.
Photos by TCC Staff
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July 9, 2013

Tea Party Returns
to the ‘Alleged’
Crime Scene
Media Chairman of the Saint
Augustine Tea Party, David
Heimbold, returned to the Castillo
de San Marco with his ‘profane’
sign and the Gadsden flag flying. Mr.
Heimbold was cited on July 4, for the same activity that
Photos by TCC Staff
he did today. If convicted, the Media Chairman would have a criminal record. It seems to this reporter, that’s a
high price to pay for exercising your First Amendment Right of Free Speech. Mr. Heimbold was accompanied
by Lance Thate, Chairman of the St. Augustine Tea Party. Both gentlemen were there at the request of Action
News reporter, Lorena Inclan, for an interview to be broadcast on this evening’s news.
The interviews were aired several times on Action News channel 47 in Jacksonville, Florida. Included in the
programming was a legal opinion by Attorney, Bob Dees, stating that Mr. Heimbold’s rights were, more than
likely, violated. Action News reported that the park rangers refused comment on the incident.

Where’s the St. Augustine Record Newspaper?
The Tea Party reported that various local media covered this story, including Channel 47. However, The St.
Augustine Record news desk did not. They are asking for suggestions on how to improve their publication.
“Well, answer your phone for starters. You might get local breaking stories like First Amendment abuses and
violations in your own back yard! There is no excuse. First, they were telephoned. Then, there was a physical
visit to the Record on July 5th. The Record was closed. Then, new publisher, Delinda Fogel and Editor, Peter
Ellis were e-mailed on July 6st. No acknowledgement. Maybe the Record has a new publisher, but the same old
leftist policy remains,” Heimbold remarked.

http://www.actionnewsjax.com/mostpopular/story/Local-tea-party-member-says-National-ParkService/Tsv92JAJrkaHEoEtWJHGpQ.cspx
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July 9, 2013

The Saint Augustine
Tea Party Conducts its
Annual Business
Meeting
Photos TCC Staff

The Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP) conducted its annual business meeting at the Village Inn. According to
the bylaws of the organization, this is the only meeting during the course of the year that must be held. The
Saint Augustine Tea Party meets bimonthly. Purpose of this annual business meeting is the election of officers
for the upcoming year. The elections attracted a nearly full house. The names placed in nomination were
Lance Thate, Chairman, Dave Heimbold, Treasurer and Yvonne Heikkinen Secretary. There being no other
nominees, a motion was made to elect these candidates by acclamation.
The balance of the meeting was primarily spent discussing the recent events at the Castillo de San Marco. The
membership clearly approved of the Town Criers response to the situation. Total agreement was reached
regarding the Tea Party’s determination not to stand down and to place this matter in the hands of the court.
The membership clearly did not want its leadership to roll over and comply on an issue so important as First
Amendment Free Speech and Right of Assembly. Various proposals were made. The SATP will be proceeding
with getting other Liberty and Tea Party groups involved. The members were clearly energized by the Channel
47 interview earlier today. It was reported that since the inception of the Tea Party movement in Northeast
Florida, this is the first major media account that accurately portrayed the facts without a progressive bias.

Isn't It Time?
By John Galled
Isn't it time to end the hyphenated American descriptions such
as Cuban-American, African-American, Jewish-American, etc, etc
ad nauseam? Isn't it time we return to just being Americans?
Can't we see that those hyphenated terms are meant to keep us
divided? Isn't it better that we are all Americans, whose
heritage has traditionally been to rise to whatever challenge by
working together as just plain Americans for the good of Our
country?
And, what about all the recent multiple scandals and false flags?
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Each one seems to be buried by the next egregious assault on ‘We the People’. Are these horrendous actions
perpetrated to keep us confused, unfocused, powerless, and divided--while tyranny advances? Despite
congressional hearings and much posturing by our elected "representatives", it seems that all that is
accomplished is, well, nothing. Meanwhile, the flame of Liberty is being extinguished.
While we are at it….Isn't it time to realize that BOTH major political parties have been guilty of constant lies
and stealing our liberties enshrined in the Bill of Rights? Just look at the last two presidents for example; The
Patriot Act and NDAA began under Bush(R) but look at how they have advanced under Obama (D). America
has bought into the fantasy of selling our liberty for "security". Yet, how well has that worked out? Where are
the warrants and trials by jury? One man can order drones to murder American citizens, just on suspicion.
Why did we not heed the words of Benjamin Franklin: "They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little
temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety"?
What about unconstitutional wars started by both D and R Presidents, but never declared by congress? Isn't it
time to QUIT putting our belief in political parties who play us like fiddles, one against another? The politicians
utter campaign promises, NOT to do what the "other" party did, yet after they are elected, they do EXACTLY
what the other party did. A politician without morals is always for sale to the highest bidder. Did you know
that George Washington warned us about political parties? Consider Washington's words:
….Let me now take a more comprehensive view, and warn you in the most solemn manner against the
baneful effects of the spirit of party generally.
This spirit, unfortunately, is inseparable from our nature, having its root in the strongest passions of the
human mind. It exists under different shapes in all governments, more or less stifled, controlled, or
repressed; but, in those of the popular form, it is seen in its greatest rankness, and is truly their worst
enemy.
The alternate domination of one faction over another, sharpened by the spirit of revenge, natural to party
dissension, which in different ages and countries has perpetrated the most horrid enormities, is itself a
frightful despotism. But this leads at length to a more formal and permanent despotism. The disorders and
miseries which result gradually incline the minds of men to seek security and repose in the absolute power
of an individual; and sooner or later the chief of some prevailing faction, more able or more fortunate than
his competitors, turns this disposition to the purposes of his own elevation, on the ruins of public liberty.
George Washington
Are you marveling at the clairvoyance of the founders? If you know the founders were keen students of
history, who extensively analyzed both government and human nature, you do not find this surprising. Did
you know, for instance, that James Madison, the Father of the Constitution, studied every form of
government through the centuries for both the good and bad aspects in trying to determine a map for our
new country? Seems the founders were truly on to something as the United States of America has shown
she is capable of great accomplishments over the years.
Isn't it time we stop putting our faith in political parties and political correctness and stand together as nonhyphenated Americans who understand that our liberties are UNALIENABLE…..not granted by, NOR taken
by mere mortals? We are no longer a great country, but REAL Americans can change that. Will you put your
heart and hands into that hard work or will you settle for becoming a slave to a tyrannical over-bearing
government?
IT IS TIME to make a decision. Are YOU a real American?
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July 13, 2013

The Media is all About
Zimmerman…
The People are all About
Government Corruption
As the Town Criers sat in the Village Inn preparing their Constitutions
for the day’s distribution, it was noted that the conversation centered
on the media’s complicity in the Zimmerman trial. The consensus was
that the trial is a major concern for those involved and the community
of Sanford, Florida. It does not measure up to the national mass media
event that it has become. “This is a media event that has been
Photos by TCC Staff
staged by the ‘Community Organizer’ in the White House and his leftist
friends. Where they will take this remains unclear. The motive, of course, is to shift the focus from the real
issues that concern the American people,” according to the group assembled. So after 24 days of nonstop
coverage of the Zimmerman trial by the major networks and printed press, has the general public been
permanently side tracked? Today, the objective of the Town Criers is to engage the public to determine its
current concerns.

Public Disconnected from Mainstream Media
This reporter observed the Town Criers engaging the public with politically ‘incorrect’ signs that stimulate
conversation and reaction. The concern of the people still revolves is around the IRS scandal, the Benghazi
cover-up, right to privacy issues, a lack of real job growth, and the ‘Chicago Gangster Style’ government of the
current administration.
The mainstream press reports
falling poll numbers for Obama. The
observation of the public on St.
George St. is far more revealing as
they voiced demands Obama’s
removal. The public agrees,
wholeheartedly, that Obama should
be impeached. Signs calling for the
impeachment of Obama found
favor among the public today.
There was also Public outcry for the abolishment of the IRS .
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America's Antitheses, in 200 Words.
By John Knapp

‘His Disgracefulness' stated his purpose, to fundamentally transform America. That means, to break this
country.....Constitutionally, financially, spiritually, militarily, and morally. His mission is to wreak havoc on the
American people, to weaken their resolve, morale, and self-respect, to sow seeds of dissent and discontent as
far and wide as possible. Obama is a war, a plague, a tribulation on this country, from the top, down and from
the inside, out. Too many American citizens are only dumbstruck deer in his contemptible headlights.
For all the damage’ His Disgracefulness’ has already done to this country, he may as well be a malicious foreign
agent. He exercises extreme prejudice toward America, daily doing his overt and covert best to tear it apart by
any means he can conjure. That which he works so hard to 'transform', obviously means nothing to him. He is
aligned with the Muslim Brotherhood, which makes him simpatico with radical Islam, which suggests he is
Fascist (or Communist) at heart, which reveals he is malicious and deceitful of character, which indicates he is
unsound of mind. That is the bottom line of who and what this impostor is.
‘His Disgracefulness’ is as devious, duplicitous, and dissembling as any of the similarly sorry characters who
have ever crossed the world's stage to inflict their brand of misery on the masses. He is completely unworthy
of America, of the office he holds, in this nation that was divinely inspired and conceived, and therefore
dedicated. What a fantastic coincidence, his ascension to his 'throne', just in the nick of time, to 'lead' an
already Socialist-leaning, self-serving government against its own citizens.
Before he is done, Barack Hussein Obama will prove to be as 'historical' as history gets, while America
sorrowfully repents the sins of its foolishness.
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July 15, 2013

Tea Party Cleared of Wrong Doing
The St. Augustine Tea Party was cleared of any wrong doing by the
United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service, and
Castillo de San Marcos. A citation was given to David P. Heimbold,
on the 4th of July, as he and three other Town Criers, of the SATP,
walked along the sidewalk to Water Street, in St. Augustine, Florida.
They were walking back, from the Bayfront to their cars which were
parked on private property. The Town Criers were in possession of
flags and signs from their Bayfront activity. For some reason, David
Heimbold was singled out and told he was in violation of 36 CFR 1.6
(g) “for engaging in a ‘demonstration’, without a permit as required
under 36 CFR 2.51.” The other three members of the group were
not detained.

Upon Exposure to Media, The National Park
Service Has Dropped Its Charge.
Upon exposure to various media sources, the National Park Service has dropped the charge. The Town Crier
Report, Examiner.com, Historic City News and Action News TV/47, all of which covered this Violation of Mr.
Humboldt’s Civil Rights and the First Amendment Rights of the Tea Partiers who were with him on the 4 th of
July. The local newspaper, The St. Augustine Record, did not cover this story, but instead, printed their view in
an Editorial on the Opinion page entitled, Laughing into the Face of the Saint Augustine Tea Party, July 14,
2013. It was their attempt to marginalize the Tea Party Movement in general, and the SATP in particular.
The SATP is now scheduled to meet with Kimberly
Mayo, Chief Ranger of the Castillo de San Marcos on
July 18, 2013. The discussion will be, using Ms. Mayo’s
language, “…to maximize the freedom of those who
seek the park as a forum to express viewpoints while
balancing the interests of the park’s mission and
general public interest.” The SATP reported, from
conversation today, “We believe that this matter can
be resolved.”
The Town Crier Report will keep you apprised as this
First Amendment issue unfolds.

Photos by TCC Staff
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July 18, 2013

REC Holds Its Monthly July Meeting
The Republican Executive Committee (REC) met on July 18 2013, at the St.
Augustine Airport Convention Center. Sean Mulhall, Chairman, proposed a
postcard mailing to about a 1000 super Republicans, with the idea of
increasing membership in the REC. Eric West reported that the REC board
discussed proposing an issues program. The idea being that REC, as a group,
Photos by TCC Staff
would endorse various issues. Those endorsements would be used to encourage Republican officeholders to
vote the REC’s majority position.

Common Core Brings Lively Discussion
First vice Chair, William Korash, clearly, has the ability to instill enthusiastic and passionate discussions. Mr.
Korach is the publisher of a website entitled, ‘The Report Card’. The Report Card deals exclusively with
educational issues. Mr. Korash made a strong case against Common Core. Speaking in favor of Common Core,
Mr. Douglas Worth challenged the First Vice Chairman’s expert opinion stating that he was well-versed about
the issue because of his association with the executives of IBM Corporation. Mr. Worth reported that Jeb Bush
endorses Common Core and implied that that was enough of a reason for him to support it.
Challenged by Mr. Worth’s comments, Joe Ryan, demonstrated a detailed understanding of the nature of
Common Core and spoke forcefully in opposition to Common Core. He was followed by Rita Arpaia. Her
sincerity radiated as she demonstrated the dangers of adopting Common Core. The applause at the end of her
presentation revealed that a vast majority of the members present opposed adopting Common Core.
(For those not in the loop on Common Core: Common Core is yet another ‘educational scheme’. It is a top
down plan in two parts. 1) further dummying down (if that were possible) the students with a ‘common’,
universal brain-washing to make them function more efficiently in a socialist society and 2) a ‘1984’
totalitarian data record base with all students records in minute detail. The Florida Legislature, who controls
the majority in both the Senate and House, voted to approve one part of the plan in the 2013 Legislative
session. The other part, like the problem with Obamacare, is in the details. In short ‘Common Core’ is
common, not a good thing. It is a stupid, unworkable, expensive and not needed…merely a boondoggle.
Editorial comment by TCC Staff).
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July 20, 2013

Saul Alinsky Tactics Stream From The White House
Obama’s recent statements regarding the Zimmerman trial, augment the cries of racist community organizers,
such as, Al Sharpton and Jesse Jackson. It has been reported that in over 100 cities, “Justice for Trayvon”,
rallies were held. Aided by the mainstream media for over a month now, Obama has been able to deflect the
topics of conversation away from the numerous scandals that would expose his administration. Locally, Rev.
Ron Rawls led the “Walking While Black” event. Those participating were, for the most part, black citizens. The
group parroting Obama’s radical agenda is calling for the repeal of ‘Stand Your Ground’. For 50 years, this
reporter has witnessed great strides in racial relationships. The current occupant of the White House has, over
the last four years, willfully and deliberately sought an agenda to reverse this trend. This is straight out of
Alinsky’s, Rules for Radicals. The civil rights movement was made up of blacks and whites. Obama’s techniques
are to separate and divide Americans. Ron Rawls group estimated to exceed 100, remained peaceful. This is
impressive, considering that it rained heavily prior to their appearance in the Plaza.

Visitors To The Historic District Do Not Participate In Trayvon Rally
Mainstream
Media’s
Suppression of
Obama’s Scandals
Continues to Fail
In spite of the media’s
attempt to sidetrack
Obama’s scandals, the
public seems not to be
deterred from the IRS and
Benghazi issues. The public
continues to agree,
wholeheartedly, with the
messages on the Tea Party
signs and the Town Criers
continue to enjoy support
from the public.
Photos by TCC Staff
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July 20, 2013

Bullies...

by Maureen Michelle.

Are there any among us who have not encountered a bully? One who
preys on those they deem weaker, unable or unwilling to fight back? A
bully feeds on fear and intimidation. They are generally classified as
lacking self esteem and confidence. They aren't strong. They aren't
tough. Asserting fear and intimidation allow them to flourish, not
strength or honor. Their targets are chosen in a place of isolation where
they won't be discovered, because they know, they are cowards. They
are often found in uniforms, masked by positions of “authority”,
appointed offices or behind desks. Bullies, however, all have one thing in common. They collapse like a wet
box in the face of bravery. Their fear exposed, they cower and retreat.
Our country is now firmly gripped in the hands of bullies and cowards. Intimidation is their sharpest tool
against the citizens of America. Our own ignorance is aiding and abetting tyranny, right here in America. Does
it matter that their illegalities, abuses, and corruption are flourishing?
Do We Even Know Or Care What These Abuses Are?
Do we know that we have within our power, a document, which is 238 years old and intentionally written to
protect us from these bullies? It's called the Constitution of the United States. Do we know what is in it? Do
we know that only 3% of the population declared Liberty from a cowardly king, fought with bravery and far
less resources to win Liberty for their fledgling nation, using that very document?
Learn the First Ten Amendments and Our Bill of Rights. They are the “Ten Commandments” to freeing
ourselves and our country from tyranny.
Take a stand, educate yourselves and know what your rights are! Good men died for them! Stop being a victim
of the bullying of the government. Truth, Education and knowledge remove the shackles of tyranny.
STOP BEING A SLAVE, SAY NO!
We outnumber “them”. We are 315 million strong, can We make a difference?
HELL, YES, WE CAN MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE!
Four good people, holding one of our first flags did just that. Not 238 years ago, but on July 4th, 2013. They
stood for YOUR right to speak freely in a public arena.
They refused to be herded into an illegal “Free speech zone” like barnyard sheep!
These four stood against the bullies of the United States Dept. of Interior!
These four knew the difference between lawful resistance and illegal bullying.
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The government knows the difference, too, but continues to abuse their
“authority”. Because through our own apathy, WE'VE ALLOWED IT!
The federal government is only there to serve at OUR discretion! WE are the
governing body! We've permitted that concept to get turned around, so that
WE now serve them!!!
This is the method by which monarchies and dictatorships function.
Liberty and freedom are our patriotic muscles! Without our exercising them,
they are beginning to atrophy and die.
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
Why do you think that was written First?

July 23, 2013

The Conversation was
about Common Core
Saint Augustine Tea Party held its open meeting on July
23rd. The featured speaker was Diane Kepus, Founder of
Floridians Against Common Core (F.A.C.C.E.). It was clear
that no one at the Tea Party meeting supported implementation of Common Core.
Photos by TCC Staff
On July 18, 2013 the St. Johns County Republican Executive Committee (REC) members also appeared to also
be in favor of rejecting Common Core. However, today, John Thrasher, former Republican Party of Florida
Chairman, in a letter to the editor of the Historic City News, came out in support of Common Core. Gov. Rick
Scott who ran opposing Common Core, now endorses the program. Clearly, the leadership of the Republican
Party in the State of Florida has shown its position. “The Saint Augustine Tea Party members will be watching
to see who really controls the Republican Party. Failure to resist Common Core will be, yet, another nail in the
coffin of the Republican Party,” a spokesman for the Tea Party said.
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July 27, 2013

The
Phony’s
Scandals
Are Phony?
The Town Criers introduced a new sign
Photos by TCC Staff
on the streets of historic St. Augustine, Florida today. The signage picked up on the theme of Obama’s recent
comments about his scandals being phony. Perhaps, there is a Freudian slip here. Never in the memory of this
reporter has a president’s past been so effectively hidden from the public. Nearly all of Obama’s records prior
to his appearance on the political stage have been sealed, at his direction. All we
know of Mr. Obama is what we have learned from his self serving books. This
would not have been possible if it were not for a complicit media. That media
totally fails in its obligation as the Fourth Estate.
When Mitt Romney refused to make public certain business transactions, Obama
suggested that failure to disclose was proof that there was something to hide.
“Well, Mr. Obama, your failure to disclose is proof that you have something to
hide. Your use of the word phony is all too telling. You are not what you pretend
to be. You are a fraud. And, that, sir, makes you a phony,” according to the Town
Criers.

Public picks up on Tea Party Signs

Photos by TCC Staff

New signage, pictured above, was well received by the visitors
to historic St. Augustine, Florida. The Town Criers, a committee
of the Saint Augustine Tea Party, say it as they see it. The vast
majority of those on the streets supported the signs pictured
here. “Mr. Obama, this is not some phony Republican scheme.
This is the public waking up. The 5 million people that visit St.
Augustine each year are from all over the country. It should be
understood that the SATP is not affiliated in any way with the
Republican Party or any party. We are grassroots. We speak
Truth to Power and call a phony, PHONY!” said a Town Crier
Spokesman.
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The Goal of

Socialism
Is

Communism
http://vimeo.com/63749370
Important Notice: To those readers who receive this publication by Email: You will continue to receive this
Report at the end of the month. However, this publication is now on the Saint Augustine Tea Party Website.
Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the
Website. For Historic City News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP
link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org

I WANT
YOUR
LIBERTY

DEFEND
LIBERTY
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO:

SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party
PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL
32085
Donations not currently deductable.

Donations

There is a revolution going on. Come join the Counter
not Resistance.
currently deductable. Stand up for
individual Liberty.

Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see
the awakening of America. Lance L. Thate,
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report LThate@comcast.net
Town Crier Committee Chairman
www.SaintAugustineTeaParty.org

Please send this on if only to one person.
Copyright 2013. All right reserved by Lance Thate. Pictures may be used with permission and accreditation
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